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Kart Championships
At the time of writing in the midst of the tendering process for
the MSA British Championships there was much concern
about the future of the kart championships. Although the
ABkC had secured a 12 month extension for its national
championships and tyre contracts, many uncertainties
remained to be resolved, for instance which classes would
retain their seeded numbers, which would be designated the
core classes and so on. The ABkC has secured a breathing
space and will use the period to negotiate with the MSA its
prime requirement, that the ‘class owners’ retain the right to
tender for their class championship promoters. Of course the
MSA have the right to tender for their British Championships
which are IAME Cadet, KF3 and a senior KF class. Also the
ABkC have surrendered all rights to the Comer Cadet
championship, which may continue for a limited period but
without any seeded numbers or special plates. The ABkC
would claim rights jointly with Tal-Ko for the TKM class
championships, jointly with JAG for the Rotax classes and
itself for the other ABkC classes such as Honda Cadet. There
was concern about the high costs of paying the MSA for the
rights to the British Championships, up until now they have
really been subsidised by the more popular classes. The
history of the ABkC role in maintaining the popular class
national championships since 1990 were well aired at the July
steering group meeting, it took over when the MSA decided to
cut right down on their championship classes. The 2012 stand
alone championship series will be limited to six weekends, and
the MSA championships and possibly all national
championships will be limited to issuing seeded numbers 1 to
10.

The new IAME Cadet undergoing testing
The MSA have determined that all current Cadet classes will
be slowed by approximately 0.5s for 2013 and equalised to be
similar to the new IAME engine.
CIK Update
Chairman Russell Anderson reported on CIK proposals for the
next homologation of the KF engines or their successors. It is
likely that engines will be simplified and reduced in cost.
European and World Championships are proposed to come in
for a re-vamp, the Academy maybe continuing whilst U18 does

not, and wider appeal for World Championships with less
overall CIK meetings. Recent decisions have concerned
steering wheel material (only steel or aluminium), battery
positions and marking, mounting of ballast, new noise
regulations and penalties in CIK events, and a move to move
to hard type homologated tyres in KZ2, KF2 as well as KF3.
The CIK are likely to mandate on homologated axles and the
material specification, their solution to the breakages although
the ABkC believes a move to a thicker wall is necessary in the
medium term and wants to continue the tests with axle tethers
in the short term. The ABkC believes homologated axles will
just increase costs once again.

Tyre Contracts
All the new ABkC tyre contracts will require the tyres to be barcoded, this aids control of the number of tyres used, presently
in national championships but as the cost of the control
equipment drops it might be possible to use them at club races
as well. It was pleasing to note that there had been no supply
problems for the Cadet tyres this year, the ABkC has
requested larger reserve quantities in their 2012 contracts. A
15% levy for club development grants will be taken off the tyre
prize money and the ABkC will publish the criteria for
applications after its next meeting.
Promotion
The ABkC will continue to support the British Schools Karting
Championship which vastly increased its entries this year. The
ABkC had a stand at the grand finals held at Daytona Milton
Keynes and urged all member clubs to get involved with their
local qualifiers and regional qualifiers next year. These are an
ideal opportunity for clubs to recruit new members, with the
help of BSKC racers already possessing competition licences.
The BSKC will again post out leaflets to all the member clubs
to put out in their signing on areas and publicise on notice
boards.
Insurance for teams
The BKIA industry association is now ready to publish a tariff
for its members to obtain a cost effective insurance with public
liability costs dependent on turnover, and add-on cover for
equipment etc. The ABkC continues to highly recommend to
the clubs that commercial teams (defined as anyone who is
charging for their services) to have public liability insurance,
and now that a suitable package is available, to have this as
mandatory in the future, probably 2013.
MSA Matters
The statistics for kart licence issue up to early July is again
disappointing at just under 4000 in total. 32 kart clubs are in
membership of the ABkC, and their support is thanked and
much valued. On the technical front it was noted that the MSA
is going out to tender for a single engine for Bambino, and a
single all weather tyre and all forms of data logging / rev-

counters are banned from 1st August. The new Honda T2
engine will be allowed from 1st August, but not in Super One.
Since it is so different to the T1, although much work has been
done to seek to equalise the performance this is likely t be
track dependent and will be affected by sprocket choice. Kelvin
Nicholls was thanked for his work with engine preparers on the
new technical regulations, which are available on the ABkC
website. Proposals for racing in the Bambino class are likely to
be shelved for at least a year. The MSA is considering
mandating on not allowing engines to be started in the pits
except in a designated area, and the steering group endorsed
this proposal. Like all MSA proposals this will go out to
consultation if it goes forward through Kart Committee. The
restriction on drilling extra holes in kart chassis will be clarified
to mean it only applies to the chassis tubes. There are no
formal proposals for the future of Super Cadet but clearly it has
not gained support and the MSA will consider its future as we
are coming to the end of the 2 year trial. The ABkC has
proposed to reduce the detection limit for tyre doping detection
from 3ppm to 2ppm from 2013. Clubs are reminded that the
ABkC has a ‘tyre-sniffer’ PID device to check on any doping of
tyres, and it can be loaned to clubs. Doped tyres have been
discovered during2012 with the device!
On the sporting side, clubs will have to nominate their ARKS
Examiners on an annual basis. The ABkC has asked the MSA
to see if GPs could have a standard fee for MSA Medicals, but
so far unsuccessfully. Also they have lobbied the MSA not to
double fine drivers and entrants if they forget both their
competition and PG Entrant licences, but again so far
unsuccessfully. It is believed that the proposal to mandate that
all drivers have a medical from age 14 has been delayed due
to karting objections, the ABkC would suggest this only applies
to race licences and kart continues to require them from age
18. ABkC would recommend that all teams have got parental
permission for under 18’s working in teams, and have got CRB
checks for staff. There has been much discussion on driving
standards recently and although the ABkC supported a return
to having points on licences, this also is delayed until issues
raised at the recent Clerk’s meeting have had time for further
discussion. It should also be noted that Race Committee have
proposed changes to Q14.5, in that any one wheel over a
white line or kerb could be construed as gaining and
advantage and requiring a penalty, which could be a time
penalty. Clubs should study this proposal which is on the MSA
website and put in comments. The ABkC view is that Q14.5
should not be applicable to kart races.
Gearbox classes
Discussions are on-going on a revised 250 National engine
registration criteria, as some new manufacturers are said to be
on the verge of designing and producing suitable engines. For
short circuit they would be constrained to 5 speed, even is
designed for 6. A new Dunlop KT13 wet tyre has been
approved for KZ classes from 27 July and it was noted there
will be a new Bridgestone wet (the YLP) for 2013, and a new
TKM wet tyre as well. It was regretted that the Dunlop wet had
to be changed mid-season but the manufacturer changed its
CIK homologated tyre and current stock of the KT11 expired.
The importer Anderson-CSK will exchange any unused sets of
KT11 to competitors or trade for a KT13 set.
Direct Drive Classes
Rotax had already intimated a possible change of crankcase
for 2012 but this has not happened yet, it will do so sometime
and is not performance enhancing. Also the previously
announced optional steel exhaust matting will be permitted
from 1st January, it improves the durability of the exhaust
matting. Otherwise for Rotax a new clutch cover will be
available next year, optional and not mandatory. However
there are some items marked Aprilia which will not be
permitted from next year, the inlet tube and carburettor socket.

A clarification, which will become an amendment to the fiche,
to make it quite clear which internal parts are eligible for the
carb cut off valve have already been published. Tal-Ko have
already publicised some clarifications on electrical items which
may be removed if not being used. Work is on-going to restrict
the Comer and Honda engines to the same level or less as the
new IAME Cadet engine, which the tender mandated must be
0.5s slower than the current engines.

Some of the O Plate winners from Rowrah
O Plate & 4-stroke class Super Two bidding for 2013
Clubs are urged to send in proposals for the 2013 O Plate
meetings. These could be either for all the direct drive classes
as has been held for the last two years, or for single or multiple
classes at a club meeting where the class is strong and likely
to attract a good entry. Four day meetings were thought to be
too long for the Festival type O Plates, but the advantage of
that type of meeting is that TV coverage can be arranged, and
sponsors attracted. Cumbria Kart Club was thanked for its
splendid efforts this year, building on the 2011 event. The
ABkC currently takes a fee of £200 plus £5 per competitor.
Also invitations to tender are invited for the Super Two senior
4-stroke ABkC Championships, Honda Senior and Junior for
the seeded numbers. The decision will be made at the next
Steering Group meeting in early October. Finally concern was
noted on the low entry levels at the smaller clubs, and ideas
are sought on improving this situation and on cost cutting in
the sport. Suggestions to the Secretary please.
Trent Valley Kart Club and PF International were thanked for
providing the venue for the meeting, and best wishes
expressed to them for a successful CIK European
championship meeting.
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